xx A Note on Reading This Book hospitalization next to involuntary sterilization, resistance next to joy, community connection next to political thinking about hate language. Accounts of ableism, racism, classism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, medicalization, and environmental destruction appear throughout the book. In other words, I could have tagged almost every piece here with a trigger warning. But that wouldn't help us know how and when to take care of ourselves and each other.
Trigger warnings are in essence tools for self-care and collective care. So let me remind readers that you can stop listening to or reading this book. You can read it fast or slow. You can read it out loud with your sister, partner, neighbor across the street. You can yell, type, breathe. Sign, sing, drink tea. Connect with your dog, cat, hamster, favorite tree. Call, text, Skype, Facebook, FaceTime with your friends. Lie in bed, roll, walk, dance, run. Woven through the book are prose poems about moments of brilliant imperfection in my life. Add your own moments to the mosaic. Do whatever works to ground yourself in the present.
ii.
Yet, after having asserted that tagging this book with specific trigger warnings would be difficult, if not impossible, I've done just that. Held within this feminist practice is an inherent tension. On the one hand, I can't possibly know and name all the potential triggers in the following pages, nor can I predict which stories, histories, and analyses will trigger what for whom. On the other hand, naming specific content that includes specific kinds of violence provides some of us with important, necessary, and, by definition, incomplete access. I want to let this tension exist without trying to resolve it.
What follows is a list of thirteen pieces that tell stories of sexual violence, ritual abuse, suicide, psychiatric hospitalization, and other kinds of institutionalization. None of the thirteen include gratuitous details or extended descriptions of violence. "Defect" "Personhood Is a Weapon" "Cerebral Palsy" "The Price of Diagnosis" "Your Suicide Haunts Me" "Carrie Buck I: Yearning"
